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Abstract—Sensitive data such as health records and financial
transactions are increasingly being stored and processed in
the cloud. Correspondingly, laws and regulations have been
established to protect such data. For a cloud-based analytics
service provider, it is of paramount importance to protect the
sensitive information contained in customer data, while running
analytics on it. While there exist a plethora of technologies to
safeguard data, regulatory rules are not always defined in clear
technical terms, and different regulations may impose different
(or sometimes conflicting) rules on the analytics platform. There-
fore, it remains a challenge in developing a platform that can
support various security and compliance-enabling mechanisms,
in a agile fashion, to reduce maintenance effort as well as
improving scalability and performance.

To address this challenge, we introduce the design and imple-
mentation of a cloud-based middleware platform that supports
on-demand composition and configuration of security mecha-
nisms to ease regulatory compliance enablement. We discuss
at length our experiences and lessons learned from using our
platform to deploy secure analytics systems at IBM and highlight
the benefits of our approach by discussing the performance
impact and trade-offs of different security mechanisms with
respect to regulatory compliance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed a tremendous increase in the

amount of sensitive data being stored and analyzed in cloud

computing environments. For example, in the healthcare indus-

try, the effort on digitizing heath records, along with the advent

of wearable devices, has led to the increasing use of these

data to improve healthcare practices – tailor treatments, assess

the risk for and prevent chronic diseases, track epidemics,

etc. To gain actionable insights from this ever-growing data

requires increasingly large amount of compute, storage, and

network resources, for which cloud provides a more agile

and economical solution when compared to traditional private

datacenters.

An inevitable challenge in storing and processing sensitive

data in the cloud is security and regulatory compliance. People

trust enterprises, such as hospitals, health insurers, educational

institutions, etc., with their data. In turn, enterprises need

to ensure that sensitive data is protected from accidental,

unauthorized and malicious disclosure, when it is transferred,

stored and analyzed, especially when cloud-based platforms

are used to process such data. To this end, several governmen-

tal regulations, e.g., the PCI DSS[1], HIPAA/HITECH [2], [3]

and FedRAMP [4] in the USA, G-Cloud [5] in the UK, and the

Data Privacy, Sovereignty and Jurisdiction [6] in the European

Union, are targeted at data privacy and confidentiality in dif-

ferent application domains. Consequently, cloud provider has

to guarantee that when sensitive data is ingested into the cloud

and processed by analytic platforms, proper measures are taken

to enforce user authentication, access control, confidentiality

and integrity of data. In addition, this guarantee needs to be

continual and auditable, so that users of such platforms can

meet their respective regulatory requirements.

Governmental legislation and regulations are often written

in non-technical terms that outline what data should be pro-

tected, but do not provide precise instructions on how to do so.

Hence, ensuring that the process of storing and analyzing data

on cloud platforms meets regulatory requirements draws on en-

gineers to scrutinize the regulation and implement appropriate

security mechanisms to provide proper coverage. Moreover,

this needs to be achieved while considering other critical

system properties such as performance and maintainability.

Furthermore, different platform users may have distinctive

regulatory and security requirements to meet. Data analytic

platforms should be easily configurable and deployable to meet

these diverse requirements. Due to the complexity and diver-

sity of security options, it remains a significant challenge to

construct data analytic platforms on demand, yet consistently
ensuring security and compliance, and maintaining audit trails

about who did/had access to what data.

In this paper, we aim to tackle the challenge of providing

agility in building data analytic platforms that can be compli-

ant to a variety of regulations. Although the general security

mechanisms used in these platforms are similar, there are

several regulations that either require different combinations

of these mechanisms, or have more or less strict requirements

on selected aspects of data or system. This paper describes

the design, implementation and lessons learned from a cloud-

enabled middleware system developed at IBM Research for

secure and compliant healthcare data analytics. This system

enables analytics developers to easily compose different se-

curity mechanisms, quickly test them to evaluate performance

trade-offs, and decide on the best configurations to meet their

compliance requirements.

Toward developing such a platform, we make the following

contributions in this paper:

• We identify and analyze different security/privacy com-

ponents that can be used as building blocks for an

analytics system to meet regulatory (e.g., HIPAA, PCI)

requirements on data access and transmission

• We have developed an agile platform for composing

secured analytics platform, evaluate the overall efficacy of
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our platform and assess the tradeoffs of enabling different

security mechanisms in meeting compliance requirements

• We utilized our platform to automate the deployment of a

secure HIPAA compliant analytics platform in the cloud

and discuss lessons learned

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II provides an overview of common security require-

ments from different regulations and the requisite security

mechanisms to support compliance. Section III introduces the

architecture and an implementation of the proposed system.

Section IV presents a case study of applying our system

to healthcare analytics. Section V studies performance trade-

offs in employing different security mechanisms. Section VI

and VII reviews related work and concludes this paper.

II. BUILDING BLOCKS AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

This section discusses security mechanisms needed for

regulatory compliance and the tradeoffs between secu-

rity/compliance and performance.

In general, regulations mandate that sensitive data are

protected using a combination of the following safeguards:

access control, transmission control, integrity control, and

audit control. Software systems handling protected data must

be continuously evaluated and maintain appropriate safeguards

against anticipated threats to the security and integrity of the

data as well as any unauthorized use/disclosure.

A. Security Mechanisms for Analytics System

An analytics system ingests data, does some computation

on it and outputs results. During the computation process,

intermediate outputs may be generated and stored in memory,

transmitted across the network, or cached on the file system.

Arbitrary operations can be performed on data including

operations that maliciously scrape data from other users or

open unauthorized ports. To make analytics software be com-

pliant, one can consider employing the following security

mechanisms (organized by the safeguards mentioned above):

Access Control and Transmission Control ensure that data

remains private and is accessible only to authorized users. This

requirement can be mapped to a set of commonly used security

mechanisms, including authentication, authorization, encryp-
tion, key management, and system isolation. Each security

mechanism in turn has many different implementations with

many knobs to tune and configure and with varying tradeoffs

that engineers must consider (discussed in next section). For

example, there are many implementations of authentication

and authorization systems including LDAP [7], Kerberos [8],

and OAuth [9] and there are many common cryptographic

protocols that can be used to encrypt data at rest or in motion

such as IPSec, SSL/TLS, SSH, and Kerberos.

An important aspect of access control is maintaining isola-
tion. The simplest form of isolation is user and file permis-

sions. In more advanced settings, resource isolation among

different users within a node of the system can be handled with

different process settings. Fine-grained control of access to

resources can be implemented using cgroups and namespaces

for Linux containers. Additionally, even finer control can

be had with SELinux [10], AppArmor [11], seccomp, and

capabilities support [12]. In the most restricted environments,

analytics systems also need to provide isolation for data in

memory, to ensure memory pages (in memory and swap pages)

used by one user cannot be reused by a different user unless

properly scrubbed.

Integrity Control has several levels of implications. First,

integrity of data needs to be maintained, and unauthorized

modifications to data need to be detected. This can be achieved

by a combination of encryption and cryptographic checksums

that can be used on protected data to detect whether there

are unauthorized changes or corruption. Second, integrity of

operating system and software stack processing sensitive data

needs to be verified to ensure its trustworthiness. While there

are software-only mechanisms for such integrity verification,

stronger guarantees can be obtained through hardware-rooted

integrity verification and attestation of the software stack.

Furthermore, if data needs to reside in specific geographic

locations due to regulatory and taxation requirements (EU

Data Protection regulations [13] and US FedRAMP [4]), then

geo-location combined with hardware-rooted mechanisms can

also be used to make sure that protected data remains confined

to the appropriate region.

Audit control requires that the analytics system keeps track

of all accesses to and operations on sensitive data and that all

activities associated with the regulated data and systems are

subject to an audit. This requires that various instrumentation

points need to be inserted at appropriate points in the analytics

runtime environment, and that logs need to be continuously

and efficiently collected and stored for potential audit.

B. Design Tradeoffs

Systems engineers need to choose from a myriad of security

technologies and configurations to implement a platform that

adheres to abstract regulatory safeguards. In addition, with

today’s fast paced developmental cycle, the instantiation of

analytics platform must be automated in order to scale the

platform to customers’ needs and to respond quickly to

business opportunities arising from a sudden availability of

data. Furthermore, analytics platforms are very sensitive to

performance problems (see SectionV). Hence, engineers have

to simultaneously deal with the challenge of choosing the

correct set of mechanisms that can satisfy all the security

requirements while minimizing performance overhead.

Ultimately, how to best make use of the different mecha-

nisms depends on the specific regulation and perceived threat

level. For example, with respect to data that resides in storage

like hard disks, encryption might applied to certain user’s

files/folders, a section of the disk, or the entire disk. In

stricter environments, encryption must be applied to data that

resides in memory during processing. Such mechanisms can

be prohibitively costly in terms of performance in which an

optimization might be to to force the flushing of unencrypted

data from memory to reduce the vulnerability period of

protected data remaining in plain-text form. Protecting data
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Fig. 1. Our middleware system for agile construction of compliant data
analytics, depicted in light-blue

in memory is becoming more pressing as in-memory based

analytics are becoming more prominent due to its performance

advantages [14], [15].

The overall configuration of the system such as single sign-

on capability, VPN pathways, VLANs and dedicated clusters

per tenant, etc. also can greatly influence what security mecha-

nisms are ultimately needed. For example, user authentication

might only be needed the first time a user is logged in but

not every time an analytics job is submitted. Similarly, if

the administrative network can be trusted, then it might not

be necessary to perform authentication each time a software

service and/or node joins the analytics cluster. It is also

possible to elide data encryption at the analytics level if there

is already encryption being done at the lower infrastructure

layer. Several regulations (e.g. [3]) also do not require data to

be encrypted during transmission if the analytics platform is

deployed on dedicated clusters of VMs connected by a VLAN,

thereby significantly increasing efficiency.

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe the architecture, design and im-

plementation of our middleware system used to specify, con-

figure, automate the deployment and manage the lifecycle of

a secure and trusted analytics platform by flexibly composing

appropriate building blocks. There are three main components

of our middleware, illustrated in Figure 1: (1) Configuration

and Deployment Engine (CDE), (2) Data Activity Monitor

(DAM), and (3) Trusted Computing Infrastructure (TCI). We

briefly describe each component in the following subsections.

A. Configuration and Deployment Engine

The purpose of the configuration and deployment engine

(CDE) is to simplify the process of defining and deploying

a secure analytics platform. CDE interacts with other compo-

nents (DAM and TCI) to carry out its duties. The components

of the CDE are depicted in Figure 2. The main components

include: the Configuration Manager, the Checker/Validator,

and the Provisioning Engine. The Configuration Manager is

composed of two subcomponents: the Cluster Manager and

the Security Manager. The Cluster Manager is responsible for

allowing users to define the size and type of virtual/physical

resources, e.g., CPUs and memory capacity, as well as the

type of services that will be run on each of the nodes, i.e., data

node, compute node, etc. The Security Manager is responsible

for (i) exposing the available security building blocks to the
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Fig. 2. Components of Configuration and Deployment Engine.

users to select from and (ii) initialization, enablement and

configuration of the instantiated analytics platform with those

security mechanisms.

The flexibility in selecting and composing security mecha-

nisms reside in the different modules of the Security Manager

that are tailored to specific data analytics engines (Hadoop

MR, Spark, Flink, etc.) . By assembling different modules, a

large number of mechanisms for different analytics engines

can be supported. For example, by developing a module

to enable transparent filesystem encryption on HDFS, this

module can then be reused for running Spark or Flink or even

just Hadoop MapReduce. This approach allows the framework

to be extensible and support other types of analytics engines

and emerging security techniques.

To check that the resulting system meets the basic tech-

nical safeguard requirements of a particular regulation, the

Checker/Validator takes as input logs and configuration files

from the different services and verify that needed security

mechanisms such as authentication and encryption are enabled

and user accounts are properly isolated.

1) CDE Implementation: To implement CDE in our mid-

dleware, we leverage and extend OpenStack Sahara[16]. Sa-

hara provides many of the fundamental building blocks for

defining, provisioning, and configuring clusters on an Open-

Stack based IaaS. However, Sahara lacks some of the main

components of the CDE, namely the Security Manager and

Checker/ Validator. We made extensions to Sahara to close

this gap in order to make it easier for developers to define and

select necessary security mechanisms for different regulations.

Our current implementation of the Security Manager supports

componentizing security mechanisms for Apache Hadoop Map

Reduce and Apache Spark on Apache YARN.

The security mechanisms selectable and enabled by our

Security Manager include: (1) Kerberos for authentication,

(2) HDFS transparent encryption with key management setup,

and (3) wire encryption of all messages exchanged on the

platform including shuffled data from Hadoop Map Reduce

and Spark. Beyond security modules, we further extended

Sahara to support the following: (1) automate setting up

and configuring credentials for encryption and authentication

during initial platform instantiation or for on-demand elas-
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TABLE I
SECURITY MECHANISMS USED IN SPARK ON YARN TO SATISFY HIPAA/HITECHTECHNICAL SAFEGUARDS.

HIPAA/HITECH Technical
Safeguards Security Mechanisms

Access controls
(ensure only authorized persons can
access PHI)

• Kerberos Authentication: Users, processes, and nodes must authenticate to Kerberos
• Per host Unix user account: Prevents different users of same platform from accessing each other’s

data
• HDFS permissions:HDFS implements POSIX file permissions and supports POSIX Access Control

Lists
• YARN Secure Containers:

– Linux Secure Container Executor ensures containers run under credentials of authenticated user
of platform

– Such jobs cannot access private files and data of other users and/or system
• HDFS transparent encryption:

– HDFS directory level encryption controlled by key associated with user/directory pair
– Data decrypted only on the machine where it is loaded into memory for analytics
– Separate Key Management Server

Transmission security
(prevent unauthorized access to PHI
being transmitted over network)

Encrypted data transfer within cluster:

• Encrypted RPC calls and control messages - SASL
• Encrypted shuffle and web-console interaction with SSL certificates and HTTPS

Encrypted data transfer from data source: - Rely on SSL encryption on the wire

Integrity controls
(ensure and confirm PHI not
improperly altered or destroyed)

• Access control (above) and data encryption (above) ensures PHI not improperly altered or modified.
• Cryptographic checksums used to detect data corruption and initiate retransmission.
• TPM-based attestation and geo-location used to ensure the integrity of software stack and geographic

fencing of computation and data

Audit controls
(record and examine access and other
activities in information systems
containing PHI)

Job submission logs: YARN and Spark cluster output logs are collected
File access logs: HDFS file access and Spark data access logged

Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act [3]. We also

present the lessons that were learned from our experiences.

We use Apache Spark as the analytics backend due to its

fast in-memory computation model and ease of programmabil-

ity [14] and Apache YARN as the resource manager because of

its open-source maturity and comprehensive enterprise grade

security mechanisms. The secure Spark service that is built

(generated) using our middleware is intended to be a stand-

alone service that can be “plugged” into any existing data

pipeline to handle the processing and analysis of data. For

elasticity and scalability, tt is deployed in the cloud through

IBM’s SoftLayer. Since it is deployed as a stand-alone self-

contained service in the cloud, we do not assume the type of

network security that is used in private datacenters or even the

presence of VLANs.

Table I shows the mapping between HIPAA/ HITECH

safeguards and the security mechanisms that are used to satisfy

those requirements. Some of these security mechanisms are

provided in Apache Spark [18] and Apache YARN [21]. As

can be seen, facilitating access control mainly requires the use

of Kerberos for authentication, a separate Unix account per

user, file access control on HDFS, YARN secure containers

(container launched by YARN takes on the userid of the

job submitter and is subject to the access controls applicable

to userid), and HDFS encryption for data at-rest.

The secure Spark platform also makes use SSL and SASL

to encrypt on-the-wire transmission. All RPC calls, control

messages, web-console interactions along with shuffled data

during normal Spark operations are fully encrypted.

The combination of access control and data encryption

mechanisms also help ensure the integrity of the PHI on

our system, by preventing unauthorized modifications. Data

corruption during transmission is detected using cryptographic

checksums and retransmission of corrupt data is triggered. The

integrity and trustworthiness of the underlying software stack

is verified using TPM-based attestation. To ensure enough

information is logged so that audits can be performed, we

collect all logs pertaining to YARN and Spark to record the

user that submitted the job and the type of job. In addition,

special “taps” are inserted into each host of the platform to

extract information about which HDFS files are accessed and

the runtime information of the Spark jobs with respect to

which data it had access and whether it cached any data onto

disk or memory. These logs are sent to a central server (DAM)

for storage and analysis (see Subsection III-B).

One key lesson that we learned from this experience of

building a secure Spark service for HIPAA compliance is how

unclear some the security requirements can be. For instance, a

good example of an important security capability that was not

clearly specified in the HIPAA/HITECH documentation was

the need to implement isolation of resources. This includes

both process space isolation and physical resource isolation

like capping CPU and memory usage to prevent denial of

service type of attacks. Being able to properly isolate users‘

jobs from one another can greatly reduce the possibility of

compromising data. This is a critical aspect of any secure

platform, yet this requirement was not well specified. We

addressed this gap by enabling the use of existing Linux

container mechanisms to set namespaces, resource utilization

bounds (cgroups) and user-level disk quotas.

To manage the many encryption keys and certificates needed

for the secure Spark-based analytics service, we developed a

simple key management and encryption service (KMS). This

simple service turned out to be complex and required many
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Fig. 6. Average overhead of a request when logging and auditing capability
is enabled. This is roughly 2x the request time with such capabilities enabled.

Logistic Regression workload (results from other applications

exhibit similar behavior). Figure 5 shows where the overhead

arises (in the case of 100GB of data points on 10 compute

nodes). We observe that the bulk of the overhead (˜47%) arises

from network encryption, which consists in encrypting all

control messages and shuffle data transmitted between Spark

executors/tasks. Recall that Spark is an in-memory analytics

platform, which aims to store all data, including shuffle data

in memory. When shuffle data has to be spilled to disk due

to lack of memory, it is encrypted and contributes about 28%

to the overall penalty. HDFS encryption contributes a lower

than expected 12% to the overhead, because the encryption

and decryption of HDFS data occurs only once when the data

is read from and output is written back to HDFS. HDFS

doesn’t play a role in intermediate shuffle. Authentication

contributes 13% to the overall penalty, which is unexpected.

This is because in addition to authenticating users, Kerberos

also authenticates each machine and each YARN component

prior to execution.

These results demonstrate that the ability to easily compose

security mechanisms when deploying secure analytics platform

allows developers the chance to better evaluate how best to

focus optimizing their system without spending precious time

on configuration and deployment. Of course, depending on the

regulation (e.g., HIPAA), not all security requirements can be

tweaked, and not all security configuration will make sense.

We also measured the overhead of logging. Figure 6 shows

the average overhead of performing object store requests that

go through our logging and auditing system as described in

Section III-B. The amount of increase is roughly 2x more

than the baseline runs without any logging to our logging

server. This is because once a request is received, we invoke

a Thrift-based Java server to determine whether the request is

valid and also audit the request. Hence, the overhead is the

cost of the RPC call (via Thrift) to the Java server, checking

the policy, and returning the answer. Clearly, being able to

control the amount of logging information that is necessary

can significantly affect performance.

We also evaluated the overhead of using TPMs for integrity

verification and geo-fencing (Table II). We observe that the

overheads at boot time are non-trivial, but are one-time over-

TABLE II
OVERHEAD OF TPM-BASED INTEGRITY VERIFICATION AND

GEO-FENCING

Item Overhead
Booting a physical machine up to 19% (up to 20s)

Booting a VM up to 12% (up to 11s)
Filtering untrusted machines at CDE up to 3%
(includes Nova and Sahara filtering

Overhead during YARN container launch up to 2%

heads of less than 20 seconds, which is a reasonable price

to pay given the additional trust gained about he analytics

execution environment. Overheads occurring due to CDE

filtering and YARN filtering are negligible.

VI. RELATED WORK

It is important to re-emphasize that this paper is not about

specific security mechanisms, but rather the ability to quickly

compose them to stand-up secure analytics platform

Given the growing demand from businesses to make use

of the large existing store of personal data and any future

data collected from the multitude of personal devices, it is not

too surprising to see many cloud-based analytics organizations

try to differentiate by offering analytics services that adhere

to one regulation or another. For instance, a few compa-

nies offering analytics as-a-service claim to be compliant

to HIPAA and PCI DSS [23], [24]. However, they do not

offer mechanisms to construct new instances of the analytics

platform in an agile way, allowing developers to experiment

with different security configuration. Cloud service providers

like Amazon provide material explaining how their various

web services have security mechanisms in place to support

applications requiring adherence to HIPAA [25] or EU data

privacy rules [26]. However, they fail to provide mechanisms

to deal with logging and auditing, requiring users to supply

those mechanisms. More importantly, none of these offerings

advocate or provide a framework that focuses on offering

simple security mechanisms that can be used by developers

to tailor the construction of analytics platforms in order to

meet the required regulation of tomorrow.

A work that is perhaps closest to ours is by Richer, et

al. [27]. In this work, the authors propose the use of compo-

nentized security model to build out federated identity services

in order to make them more flexible in a world where not

all parties that have access to a particular system are known

ahead. They provided some examples of components from

their product line at the MITRE Corporation. However, the

authors did not provide a middleware or framework that can

generalize this challenging task or discuss the need of such a

middleware to simplify testing, deployment, and adherence to

regulatory compliance.

[13] provides a comprehensive overview of compliance

issues in cloud computing, and [28] provides additional details

on engineering a trustworthy IaaS cloud platform. Eyers et

al. [29], [30] proposed a middleware for helping to configure

large-scale storage infrastructures. Their work focused on
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using their middleware to learn from repositories of best

practices in terms of how to configure storage infrastructures

and use that information to detect configuration problems

during deployment/redeployment as the needs of users change.

Bacon et. al [31] and CamFlow [32], [33] take on a novel

and different approach on achieving data security. In this

work, they discuss the potential of cloud-deployed IFC for

enforcing owners’ data flow policy with regard to protection

and sharing, as well as safeguarding against malicious or

buggy software. In addition, the audit log associated with IFC

provides transparency and offers system-wide visibility over

data flows. This helps enterprises meet their data management

obligations, providing evidence of compliance, and aids in

the identification of policy errors and misconfigurations. Such

fine-grained information flow policies can be extremely useful,

are orthogonal to and can benefit from an underlying secure

and trustworthy analytics platform (and a middleware system

to construct such platforms in an agile manner).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We identified a need for a middleware that can aid in the

construction of compliant data analytics platforms. This need

is born by conflicting dynamics — demands for rapid and

agile deployment of said platforms in modern cloud envi-

ronments and the existence of complex and vague regulatory

requirements. To satisfy this need, we developed a middleware

that provides developers with the ability to easily compose

different security mechanisms, quickly experiment with them

to evaluate performance trade-offs and decide on the best

configurations to satisfy their compliance requirements. As

part of this work, we identified key security requirements

found in regulations designed to protect sensitive personal

information and the corresponding security mechanisms that

are used to satisfy those requirements. To validate the use-

fulness of our middleware, we presented a case study of

using our middleware to construct a HIPAA enabled Spark

service on the cloud. With our middleware, we are able to

instantiate a secure Spark service in the cloud with minimal

setup by the user of our system. Through the case study,

we also identified and confirmed the vagueness existing in

regulation specifications, in particular regarding privacy and

isolation. The usefulness of our middleware is further validated

from our experiments showing large performance penalties

from various security mechanisms, demonstrating the need

for enabling rapid selection and testing of different platform

security features.
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